Teleconference 051307Z Dec ’47 TT 8816

Present here:

Col. Rufus Holc   AMDR & GS
Lt. Col. Robert H. Yager  AMDR & GS
Lt. Col. H. A. Van Auken  SGO
Lt. Col. C. D. Shields  SGO
Lt. Col. F. L. Bauer  SGO
Maj. P. R. Carlquist  AMDR & GS
Maj. Robert Traub  AMDR & GS
Maj. E. A. Jones,  AMDR & GS
Maj. Robert Cargin,  SGO
Maj. F. S. Blanton  AMDR & GS
Capt. L. P. Frick  AMDR & GS
Dr. Joseph E. Maadel  AMDR & GS
Dr. Arthur Stull  SGO
Mr. Arthur Abrams  AMDR & GS

Subject: "Diagnostic and Research Problems Requiring Correlation Between Cinofe and Surgeon General"

Classification: UNCLASSIFIED

DA-7

Please send detailed maps of areas referred to in question 2.

Address: Army Med. Center, Washington 12 D. C. AHB Commandant AMCGS

This is ref FEC Item 2

(End DA-7)

DA-8

Suggest that survey of Okayama children on a reasonably small scale is indicated. Additional plans to be made after preliminary survey.

Results are available

(End DA-8)
Criteria for neutralization tests seem OK. Will reply by letter. Cannot expect to produce enough vaccine to increase dosage or concentration of antigen but problem is being actively studied. Tentative plans based on initial course of three (3) cubic centimeters of vaccine. This is Ref FEC 2.

(End of DA-9)

(DA-10)

RE FEC 2:

Agree with suggestion that accurate and detailed maps of Jap B cases on Okinawa be kept. Please send duplicate maps to Commandant AMC Wash 12 D. C.

(End DA-10)

DA-11

RE FEC 5:

Good work on identification of equine virus as Japanese encephalitis.

(End DA-11)

DA-12

Did mice shipped by air from Washington arrive in good condition. Additional shipments of mice will be made shortly.

(End DA-12)

DA-28

RE FEC 25

What do you have in mind for recall dose studies, Present evidence seems sufficient to warrant use of single recall dose for those persons having previous full course of immunization. Do you agree, End of Item)

DA "30

RE Item 27

Go ahead and get data on intracutaneous and subcutaneous booster for Japanese Vaccine

(End of Item)